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 The game was developed by Spider-Man: Shattered Dimensions developer Beenox, with additional content and story by comic
book writer Brian Michael Bendis. It was released on October 28, 2011 for the PlayStation 3, PlayStation Portable, Xbox 360,
Wii and Nintendo DS. Gameplay In the game, Spider-Man must deal with the aftermath of the Siege of Asgard, along with his
traditional quest of crime-fighting, while collecting loot and leveling up. This third installment of the Spider-Man game series

does not include the webshooters, yet allows the player to cross streams to travel between the open world, and have more
traditional gameplay that has been included in previous Spider-Man titles, such as vertical web-swing and web-swarm. This

installment is also focused on a darker tone, as the player's main antagonist is an armored and heavily armed Spider-Man clone
named Kaine, who is voiced by Kevin Conroy. Multiplayer A playable multiplayer mode for the game was revealed on August

4, 2011. This was one of the first media appearances of the game's designer, Beenox. The game includes single-player and multi-
player modes and features a LAN play mode as well as an online play mode. In the offline single-player mode, the player can go
through four different story paths, as Kaine, Peter Parker, Aunt May and Jessica Drew. Plot The story begins as Spider-Man is

looking for the apparently deceased and long-missing Ben Reilly. He stumbles upon Kaine, a depowered and apparently
amnesiac clone of Spider-Man. At first, Peter thinks Kaine is innocent and is looking for Ben. Peter tries to convince him to
give up his search but Kaine refuses, revealing that he was created to take control of Spider-Man's body and his powers in the
event Ben dies. Kaine claims that he has not seen Ben for years and that Ben turned him against his family. Kaine is convinced
that he and Ben are the only clones, and is determined to find the truth. Peter tracks Ben down through a family member, Dr.

Marla Jameson, who is a psychologist. She tells Peter the story of Kaine's parents, Joe and Mary. Mary was committed for
mental instability after a psychotic break, but was saved by Kaine's father. Joe was supposed to shoot Mary but Kaine was in the

way. Joe was caught and sentenced to prison, which he spent constantly breaking the laws of the underworld. When Joe was
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